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Given the visual input, during a visual search, it is required to select some aspects of the input in order to 

move to the next location. Selective attention is guided by two cognitive mechanisms: saliency of the image 

(bottom-up) and endogenous mechanisms (top-down). These two mechanisms interact to plan an efficient 

visual search and to program eye movements. Surprisingly, the efficiency of this mechanism seems to be 

exceeding all expectations (Wolfe2011 for review); one possible explanation is that top-down dominates 

the bottom-up, but how this happens is still unclear. In our work, we explored the influence of covert 

attention in this process (Findlay2005, Carrasco2011) and in particular, the effect of target averaging. 

Through target averaging, humans optimize visual search, exploring the scene belonging to the potential 

target (fixations averaging, FIX1) and then moving to the target (fixations in target, FIX2) thanks to covert 

attention. Method: we investigated the covert attention decision process through a sequencing test (TMT) 

and a Bayesian classifier. We developed a model of this effect to predict exploration such as a Bayesian 

mechanism. Preliminary results reported that the model learned the exploration strategies and visual 

search was efficient when the target was attended (Baluch2011 for review) and the observer's internal 

model matched the environment (Girshick2011). Preliminary conclusion: subjects planned the entire target 

averaging cycle before the FIX1 and select the next location (FIX2) under a Bayesian process, thanks to 

information available in the peripheral vision; this process has a preferential pathway when the attended 

target is close. 


